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Abstract
The recent societal restrictions in reaction to the risk of viral spread have cast light upon a number of issues in society, many of which are addressed at least to some extent by the Church’s Social Doctrine regarding subsidiarity, participation, and solidarity. This paper seeks to show that by developing the presence of these teachings in understanding and dialogue, so that they can be implemented appropriately at local levels where possible, which may lead to wider discussions regarding community cohesion and development, communities as well as individuals would benefit, thus contributing to society and the common good. The Church’s teachings in the three areas are considered in light of the recent restrictions, as well as how we are called not only to develop the Church’s teachings but also our preparedness and ability to explain them as well as the source of these teachings when called upon. Therefore, this paper finds not only that it is possible for subsidiarity, participation, and solidarity to help develop and improve community cohesion, but that the calls of Scripture and the Second Vatican Council to be prepared and to share our beliefs include this area of our lives. These can be developed through a greater presence of the Church’s Social Doctrine in wider education, particularly but not only at university level and in clerical formation, and also by these ideas being presented more effectively in dialogue with others in local communities, which would help communities be better prepared for the unexpected in future.
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The effects of lockdowns and restrictions in these times have highlighted fundamental problems in contemporary societies, which tend increasingly towards a more binary structure of state and individuals as postmodern societies. The fact that there is in different societies today varying amounts but nevertheless underdeveloped cohesion at the local community level – in the space between the state and individuals – led to imposed restrictions being placed at the front door of the home during lockdowns. This has contributed to some people experiencing a number of issues such as mental health problems, being forced to stay at home with or without an income, education being heavily disrupted, and the elderly, infirm, vulnerable, and those isolating sometimes

1 This paper was supported by GAJU 138/2019/H.
being left unsupported and alone at times. The underdevelopment of local community cohesion, which is exhibited in different ways and to different extents in different places, shows how today’s society is generally lacking in community, and at times neighbourhoods have been more like isolation wards for some in times of stronger virus restrictions. While there have been some localised responses to problems, organised by, for example, town halls, parishes, or even celebrities, the general lack of charity and community cohesion in society has led to avoidable problems during the restrictions and in lockdowns especially.

The general response to the virus in different countries could have considered both the common good and human dignity more instead of using a utilitarian version of the common good, imposed particularly in China or Australia, that is designed to reduce specific statistics at seemingly any other cost. Catholic Social Doctrine (CSD) contains three key elements that contribute fundamentally to both the dignity of the person and the common good. These are subsidiarity, participation, and solidarity, each of which could have been more developed and effective. These ideas work best at a more local level, with subsidiarity being the key thus local communities being important, however, society is not prepared for reacting in such a way that would be a reversal of the generally centralising long-term trend in societies. The space between the state and the individual is generally under-filled and in some places this is very apparent. This space provides an opportunity to develop local community cohesion, which offers the possibility of sharing ideas and forming bonds with others. For Christians, it is the chance to serve and to display the fruits of the faith as a form of evangelisation – with deeds rather than mere words as a good Christian witness. In particular, the recent societal restrictions were a very good opportunity for Christians to reach out – in appropriate ways – to those around them, but too often the Catholic response in many places has been more focused on restricting access to churches and the sacraments. A more proactive response – reaching out to those in need in our communities – could have taken place had there been a more developed understanding and higher profile of CSD in parishes, dioceses, and local communities in more stable times, which the Church calls the faithful to work towards in learning how to help our neighbour, Christian or not. Through the development of understanding of CSD by clergy, active laity, and with the support of academics, as called for by the Church, there can be a more Christian input into the local community. While this could lead in time to an exploration of how the ideals of CSD can be explored more practically in wider society, especially if the state authority supports such developments, this is beyond the scope of this paper. Rather, the aim here is to call active Christians to respond to the problems with recent restrictions by learning about, sharing, and exploring how

---

2 For example, half of British people polled do not know their neighbour’s name: Sarah Lumley, ‘One in 20 adults have never spoken to their neighbour - and half don’t know their name’, Hull Daily Mail, 24th May 2022, https://hulldailymail.trem.media/news/uk-world-news/next-door-neighbours-never-speak-7118363.amp.


5 A study of Catholic responses to the restrictions regards mainly themes on restricting church access and on spiritual assistance (various graphs) but the survey’s final data regards helping the needy, which shows in a very general way that parish assistance to such people fell a little overall during the restrictions (graph 17), in: Daniel Arasa, Lidia Kim, Jean-Florent Angolafale, and Daniele Murrighilli, ‘The response of Roman Catholic priests to Covid-19: A case study on the pastoral and communication activities of nine dioceses worldwide during the first months of the pandemic’, Church, Communication and Culture 7, no. 1 (2022): 238-263, https://doi.org/10.1080/2375324.2022.2038647. General Internet searches of parish and diocesan websites show under ‘Covid response’ that the focus was mostly about restrictions rather than reaching out to those in need.
CSD can be used effectively in the local setting to improve local community cohesion. First, this paper will consider problems highlighted in particular during the recent restrictions. Then it suggests how alternative approaches from CSD could have changed the situation for some people during the lockdowns in particular; here, the three CSD elements are explored and this could contribute to local discussions on their applicability in developing local community cohesion. The final section sets out how Scripture and the Church call active Christians to learn about and share these teachings, which can lead to new or better developed actualisation and development in local communities. Such an exploration of the ideas in CSD can lead to an organic development of their use in supporting the development of local communities and their cohesion as people become more aware of them, particularly in light of recent restrictions.

By improving community cohesion, through local communities having more responsibility (subsidiarity) and enabling people to participate and develop solidarity, Christian charity (caritas) and service (diakonia) can be more effective as well as perceptible: a good Christian witness. In time, by working alongside and in cooperation with others, the active faithful can help others develop their understanding of the Church's teachings, which inevitably leads to questions regarding the faith. Both Scripture and the Second Vatican Council call the faithful to be prepared and respond appropriately in order to participate as a Christian in society and to help others learn, for example, about how to develop the three elements of CSD focused upon here, which can help our neighbour, Christian or otherwise.

Learning from Restrictions

Rather than being a study of any particular society's experience in the virus restrictions, this is a consideration of the general image where the policies of seeking the common good in health statistics regarding the virus did not account for problems in many other areas. Also, there were different experiences for those in urban and rural areas, as well as those with varying levels of existing local structures regarding support, services, etc. There are indeed those who had little to complain about the Covid restrictions, perhaps through relief from stresses at work or commuting, and even those who benefited perhaps from increased family time in the home, or financially from, for example, owning a company that makes respirators. However, in general terms, a significant number of people were affected negatively in many different ways. Examples include being restricted to urban housing designed more for inhabitants being at work or school on most days, or in rural areas where food purchases are difficult, perhaps requiring public transport or the help of others, as well as being unable to pay for food. Other problems included disruption to

---

6 This does not include economic issues such as supply chain issues, inflation, businesses and employment disruption, medical issues such as operation waiting lists, and decreased local services, etc., especially in rural areas.

7 Cf., for example, Clare Dyer, 'Covid-19: Unusable PPE worth £4bn will be burned, says spending watchdog', BMJ, 10th June 2022, https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.o1435.


education,11 losing businesses or employment,12 mental health issues (new or an exacerbation of existing problems),13 or restricted access to necessary services.14 Also, people isolating or unwell particularly in rural areas may have lost access to food or fuel, such as coal or chopped wood. Currently, much of the binary debate regards lockdowns (and long lists15 of other specific restrictions) as necessary to protecting general health and health services, while other important debates and considerations are given less attention, such as quality of life, the socio-economic situation, communities, and respect for the law, etc. General reactions tend to reflect entrenched positions already established. An example is one recent metastudy which argues for restrictions having been overly strong and ‘ineffective’,16 while proponents of the lockdowns argue that its chosen studies have been selected with a desired conclusion in mind.17 However, regardless of the accuracy of either of these positions, in order for mankind to move on positively to – hopefully – post-Covid times, it will be necessary to ‘look at the science’ objectively because a priori positions that lead to selective methods to find desired outcomes make the situation political and subjective, rather than scientific and objective.

However, an important point in the metastudy, which has been somewhat overlooked, is that the level of adherence to rules by the members of each society is important also.18 This regards not only there being little respect for the law (the state authority), but also for others in the local


15 An example is the list of nearly 400 Czech measures, in: Government of the Czech Republic, ‘Measures adopted by the Czech


17 A media report with responses more in favour of the findings is: Emily Craig, ‘So why did the media ignore a shock study that found lockdowns didn’t work? MailOnline was one of just three major outlets to report major findings while BBC, Sky and the Guardian looked the other way’, Daily Mail, 3rd February 2022, https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10472321/So-did-British-media-largely-fail-cover-study-lockdowns-didnt-work.html. A media report with responses more against the findings is: Yevgeny Kuklychev, ‘Did a Johns Hopkins Study “Prove” Lockdowns Don’t Work? What We Know So Far’, Newsweek, 7th February 2022, https://www.newsweek.com/did-johns-hopkins-study-prove-lockdowns-dont-work-what-we-know-so-far-1676724.

community: one’s neighbours. For some, rebelling against what is considered an unjust law while not learning about appropriate safe-distancing has facilitate the viral spread, leading to lengthy restrictions (which in turn causes decreased respect for the laws and state). A lack of vertical cohesion can become a dualistic play-off between ‘rulers and ruled’, leading to two sides facing each other in a battle over authority and adherence; this clearly shows that the structure is not functioning well and the idea of the common good is lacking. But people will generally become more reasonable and responsible and respond more appropriately when treated as such. Therefore, by looking at alternative, better solutions, we can consider how to develop our society, its individuals, and also its local communities.

The idea of the common good was underdeveloped in how the restrictions were carried out, where, particularly in the worst of times, we withdrew (by choice or mandate) behind our front doors and many of us disregarded the needs of our neighbours. Instead of withdrawing into smaller communities, we existed in the smallest possible communities, thus leaving some of our neighbours in problematic situations, even to the point of being fatal. More extreme reports have included specific (but certainly not isolated) cases, such as the abuse and murder of a six-year-old boy and a woman whose body was found at home two years after her death.

More general examples include nearly 100,000 British ‘ghost children’ missing from the education system: those who are not effectively homeschooling are now vulnerable to gang activity, trafficking, abuse, or neglect, etc.

Generally-speaking, there is a clear need in society to emerge from the time of viral restrictions and social upheaval with the desire to stabilise matters in and around our lives, and Catholic Social Doctrine can support this process: ‘the goal is the healing of every individual, through a subsidiary and solidary process to which the rest of the social partners are called to contribute.’ However, as this takes place, it is important also to learn how to be more ready for any future similar situations. There is plenty of disagreement over the reaction and decisions of different states to the Covid viral spread since spring 2020, especially as a common policy in the West before 2020, which was to isolate the vulnerable to allow viral spread and develop herd immunity, changed to a general lockdown and other strong restrictions during spring 2020 due to modelling data that predicted an overload on health services and large numbers of fatalities, while few societies minimised restrictions like Sweden. Experts from different fields have had varying success in having their voices heard and the hope is that with the massive amount of data and human life stories to take into account, we will – albeit perhaps only over time – learn best regarding this difficult period by being as objective as possible. CSD could contribute to the debate as it offers

19 For example, a Czech government minister stated that a reason for restrictions being prolonged was non-adherence, for example, in: David Garkisch, ‘Blatný: Opatření nefungují. Kvůli jejich nedodržování i kvůli britské mutaci [Blatný: The Measures Don’t Work. This is Due to People’s Non-compliance and the British Mutation],’ 4th February 2021, https://www.nasezdravotnictvi.cz/aktualita/blatny-opatreni-nefunguj-i-kvuli-jejich-nedodroznani-i-kvuli-britske-mutaci.


a middle-ground between the polar ideas of strong, wide restrictions and a general freedom with targeted isolations: with restrictions being placed which enable local communities to isolate from other local communities, those needing support still receive it within the local community while viral spread from community to community is minimised. However, CSD – whether merely as a set of ideals or to some unknown extent usable in practical ways – is not widely known and understood. Therefore, it cannot effectively be presented in the debate because, theoretically, there is no wider understanding of the basic principles, and, practically, it has not been implemented in any sufficient manner to use as an example of how it would work. It is possible, though, that by developing a wider understanding of CSD, the benefits from both polar policies – wider lockdowns with localised freedom and selected isolation – viral spread could in future be restricted while ensuring less disruption in local communities. This will be explored in the following sections. Clearly, improvements in our approach to local communities are needed and this paper offers a different approach, navigating between the recent extremes of China’s and Sweden’s policies. CSD should be amongst the debates and the faithful can make the ideas in CSD more widely known by learning them, sharing them, and employing them particularly in local communities to develop cohesion, as called for at Vatican II. The following exploration of each of the three elements of CSD focused on here can be a starting point for considering the benefits of exploring them locally and how they could have contributed during the restrictions. It can be seen that the first step is to develop some level of subsidiarity and, being the key to developing the other areas, this paper focuses particularly on it.

Subsidiarity

This section explores subsidiarity, which is the key to setting CSD in localised communities with effectiveness, with some reference to the recent restrictions. While overall subsidiarity would be a fundamental change in society, by exploring the ideas, active Christians can learn about the benefits of increased localised organisation, implement ideas appropriately, as well as be able to explain it to others.

The idea of subsidiarity has been developing for well over a century and is ‘among the most constant and characteristic directives of the Church’s social doctrine’, having been first presented in 1891 as a Catholic teaching in Pope Leo XIII’s *Rerum Novarum* (RN), albeit never being named in the encyclical. RN’s focus was on important contemporary issues, such as workers’ rights in relation to the state and capitalists, which was in contrast to non-Christian philosophies and movements of its time. In 1931, Pius XI’s *Quadragesimo Anno* (QA) commemorated RN, updating and developing its teachings after four decades of societal change and upheaval, including communism, etc. QA explains subsidiarity as power, responsibility, and authority being held at as low a level and as locally as possible: “The supreme authority of the State ought, therefore, to let subordinate groups handle matters and concerns of lesser importance, which would otherwise dissipate its efforts greatly.”

In this context, the relationship between the individual and society is summed up in CSD:

> It is impossible to promote the dignity of the person without showing concern for the family, groups, associations, local territorial realities; in short, for that aggregate of economic, social,
cultural, sports-oriented, recreational, professional and political expressions to which people spontaneously give life and which make it possible for them to achieve effective social growth. This is the realm of civil society, understood as the sum of the relationships between individuals and intermediate social groupings...28

The document places man in the socio-historical context of individuals in relation to others making up society in ‘intermediate social groupings’, which should neither stem specifically from any individual person (cultism) nor be imposed from above (totalitarianism). As Christians, we are called, of course, to love God and neighbour, which means reaching out to others, and therefore society is not merely the aggregate of individuals and their dealings with others but society is man amongst others, in relation to them. The importance of this has become more apparent in these times of restrictions and shutdowns.

While the focus is often between the individual and the state today, CSD teaches that there is space between these two, for individuals, communities, and groups to take more responsibility and hold authority:

The principle of subsidiarity protects people from abuses by higher-level social authority and calls on these same authorities to help individuals and intermediate groups to fulfil their duties. This principle is imperative because every person, family and intermediate group has something original to offer to the community.29

For this to be achieved, it is necessary that certain needs are fulfilled:

In order for the principle of subsidiarity to be put into practice there is a corresponding need for: respect and effective promotion of the human person and the family; ever greater appreciation of associations and intermediate organizations in their fundamental choices and in those that cannot be delegated to or exercised by others[.].30

In other words, duties in society should be carried out at the lowest and most local levels possible as this respects the dignity of the individual and makes the most of each person contributing through being involved in society, leading to self-fulfilment and societal needs being solved, thus society being developed further. People can grow and become more responsible, which is the opposite of systems where the state bureaucratises unemployment, managing and paying for it,31 which can lead to a dependency culture, and even to multi-generational unemployment.32

In the recent restrictions, mass temporary unemployment occurred with many able-bodied remaining at home with little to do, while many were paid by the state through social payment schemes (furlough, etc.). This was because many states had decided to restrict people by drawing a line at the front door of each house, at times even forbidding crossing the threshold without very good reason. In basic terms, general freedom was replaced by restrictions at the most individual

28  CSDC 185.
29  CSDC 187.
30  CSDC 187.
level possible. While this makes practical sense in terms of a temporary maximum quarantine, it neglected to take into account the human toll on those who were healthy regarding the virus but suffering in terms of, for example, basic human needs (food, etc.), education, mental health, family life, child safety, etc. Many individuals and families have suffered in ways that could have been avoided or lessened.

Instead of enforcing a sort of false subsidiarity, more local community cohesion would have allowed the possibility of the line of restrictions to have been drawn not at the front door but at the end of the street, village, or city block, thus enabling small, local groups to organise their time, resources, and mutual help and support in a wide variety of ways. For example, instead of someone shopping from each household, it would have been more effective if one person had travelled to shop for 10 or 20 households beyond the local boundary, then isolated before virus testing.

Local communities are part of larger communities, up to state and international levels. There is a particular need for local community development in countries which have high levels of historically developed bureaucratic control over the structures of society, for example, in Central and Eastern Europe. To allow local communities to develop, there is a need for the state somewhat to release its hold and allow many aspects in society to be dealt with locally. In general, states should encourage, enable, and monitor smaller groups in society with clear guidelines and expectations: ‘Various circumstances may make it advisable that the State step in to supply certain functions.’ For without oversight, a descent into historical problems is clearly probable and CSD explains the importance of effectively delegating to and enabling lower groups:

In any case, the common good correctly understood, the demands of which will never in any way be contrary to the defence and promotion of the primacy of the person and the way this is expressed in society, must remain the criteria for making decisions concerning the application of the principle of subsidiarity.

And the state benefits also from having a position of oversight rather than complete responsibility:

Thereby the State will more freely, powerfully, and effectively do all those things that belong to it alone because it alone can do them: directing, watching, urging, restraining, as occasion requires and necessity demands. Therefore, those in power should be sure that the more perfectly a graduated order is kept among the various associations, in observance of the principle of ‘subsidiary function,’ the stronger social authority and effectiveness will be the happier and more prosperous the condition of the State.

Thus, it was theoretically possible for the state during restrictions to use the temporarily unemployed (with or without contracts and income) for strongly needed localised tasks and roles. However, organising this at state level would have been impossible due to the time-frame and

---

33 Here, this refers to states where citizens are given permission by the state to act in specific ways, rather than citizens having freedom to act until the state intervenes to prevent problems when they arise. For example, in the Czech Republic, for a self-employed person to make and sell something as simple as a shelf, the state requires the woodworker to have received a carpentry qualification from ‘middle-school’ (i.e., post-compulsory ‘college’) as a teenager; for non-qualified but capable adults who wish to earn money from their carpentry skills, the required qualifications are difficult and expensive to access, and the would-be carpenter must complete a lengthy course including making staircases, windows, etc. Elsewhere, such as in America, there is freedom to make and sell goods and legislation is minimal but sufficient to protect the consumer regarding quality and safety.

34 Regarding the carpentry example in footnote 33 above, local word-of-mouth will generally prevent an unsafe or shoddy worker from selling goods locally, just as online reviews work in the wider marketplace.

35 CSiDC 188. In the carpentry example in footnotes 33 and 34, this regards safety, health and quality of goods.

36 CSiDC 188.

37 QA 80.
a lack of local knowledge. For this situation, and for a better developed social order in general, there are two requirements:

The principle of subsidiarity requires *positively* that all communities not only permit but enable and encourage individuals to exercise their own self-responsibility and that larger communities do the same for smaller ones . . . . It requires *negatively* that communities not deprive individuals and smaller communities of their right to exercise their self-responsibility. Intervention, in other words, is only appropriate as 'helping people help themselves.'

This means that if people in the recent lockdowns had already understood local limits and responsibilities in such a way, other localised scenarios could have been explored and needs could have been met far better. However, there was no effective space between the macrostructure of the state and individuals and the microstructure of households. While some societies have variously effective charitable groups or voluntary organisations that contribute to society, there was in many places a lack of effective mezzo-structure to fall back on and therefore different societies saw various but generally insufficient reactions to the problems that arose.

To implement a structure more able to respond effectively in problematic times, or help local people and develop ongoing community cohesion, it is necessary not only to educate, organise, and support people to implement it, but also to have the abovementioned oversight and supervision to ensure that intentions and practice are appropriate. Thus, the state can have a more effective role while smaller groups (parishes, charities, community groups, etc.) more locally take responsibility, with local interests catered for, specialisations both protected and allowed to flourish, individuals given opportunities for growth and development, and those who need help in communities being given suitable support rather than blanket measures being implemented that may not actually help.

The current system of top-down authority in some societies can be a platform for developing the capability for subsidiarity in society in general. Clearly, roles and responsibilities would need to be developed appropriately in local communities and this could be developed through educational means, from the theoretical to the increasingly practical. And the practical support of community social workers would be crucial in helping local communities integrate and in implementing support structures for those who need it.

Such new approaches would counter the developments of modernity which have led to fundamental historical and contemporary trends like standardisation and centralisation, which are to the detriment to local communities, especially in more rural areas. Here, local issues are increasingly ignored, local cultures are damaged, and local economies are dragged into wider economic frames, leading to their dilution. An example is when local shops close, more transport is needed for travel to distant supermarkets; in turn, supermarkets and other shops in satellite towns suffer

---


39 If the majority of decisions in general terms are made in a society at state level, then subsidiarity is very limited and the society is controlled from the top-down. The carpentry example in footnote 33 is a clear example of citizens being able to act only when allowed, rather than having freedom to act unless the state intervenes. This system of state permission for individuals not only restricts freedom but also inhibits creative thinking and adaptation, which leads to a certain amount of dependence on the state to solve problems including how to react to new and difficult circumstances. Thus, individuals wait for others to solve the problems in society while disaffection towards authority grows as seen in footnote 18 above.

from shopping centres and retail parks developing. The resulting worker diaspora means the local area loses its localness, and in time people don’t even know their neighbour’s names. The home becomes merely an affordable location for resting between working, socialising, and free-time activities elsewhere, thus families lose integration, especially as many children grow up and move away due to a lack of opportunity to integrate into and help develop their local community. This trend meant that in the recent restrictions many people had minimal connection to their neighbours and found themselves isolated. Vulnerable people, including elderly and disabled, as well as those with physical or mental health issues and those less comfortable with social contact, were less capable of accessing necessities such as food, fuel, etc. For some with less domestic experience with family members, it was not a welcome break from the world’s challenges: families who normally meet briefly in mornings and evenings were suddenly required to be together constantly – perhaps with energetic children in limited space and no access to outside amenities and adults who have not developed the skills to manage this well. Although social media access was helpful for some, its overuse becomes problematic and not everyone has or wants access. Therefore, with what had become the societal norm – travel, work, school, amenities – being forbidden, what remained was the fragments of domestic and local community arrangements that have been neglected for so long.

Through the development of subsidiarity in societies, and the (re)development of local communities by community groups, parishes, or charities, that are encouraged, enabled, and overseen appropriately by the state – seeking a healthy balance between focusing into the local community and out from it – both the common good and the dignity of persons can grow: ‘The principle of subsidiarity allows everyone to assume their own role in the healing and destiny of society.’ Looking further ahead, more robust and caring communities can respond and adapt far better when unexpected problems occur, such as viruses or other disruptions. The community’s boundary can be placed at the end of the street or village or city block, and support within can be given by those who can to those who need it. In the restrictions, those vulnerable to illness could have been in managed isolation, with neighbours assisting with food or distanced social contact. So, by developing subsidiarity in more stable times, those who need support are already known by their neighbours, and when unstable times occur, no one is left isolated and in need, and local communities grow through appropriate participation.

Participation

This section considers the actualisation of the theories and teachings: participation is the activity enabled by subsidiarity, where people act within their communities. Although brief, this section is necessary to CSD as it is the activity or action of the person putting theory into practice in their community.

41 Cf. QA, 79, where the trend of removing from individuals to give to the community is compared to removing from smaller organisations to give to larger ones: this is a form of centralisation and can be seen socio-economically as local jobs are lost and commutes to more urban areas become the norm. Problems stemming from this are many, from environmental damage due to increased transport to the stripping of local community participation.


44 This reflects the brevity of the relevant part of the CSDC for this study because the CSDC section on Participation focuses more on political participation in democracy; although connected and important, this is beyond the scope of this article, which focuses more on the social (and somewhat also the economic) sense of local communities.
To practise effectively a system incorporating some level of subsidiarity, the participation of people is necessary, however, the modernism of previous centuries has encouraged in many ways a growing individualism that has so easily led to isolating tendencies in postmodernism. These are manifested in, amongst others, the breakdown of families, greater mobility leading to the disintegration of family ties and local communities, and existential themes that have been particularly encouraged by the media and the arts. The traditional bonds in society cannot be effectively replaced by technology such as social media, which has its own destructive tendencies with phenomena like online bullying, trolling, and widespread sexual content, which has even led to increased suicides, especially but not solely amongst the young.\(^45\) CSD, however, encourages a different type of participation, which is integral to subsidiarity:

> The characteristic implication of subsidiarity is participation, which is expressed essentially in a series of activities by means of which the citizen, either as an individual or in association with others, whether directly or through representation, contributes to the cultural, economic, political and social life of the civil community to which he belongs. Participation is a duty to be fulfilled consciously by all, with responsibility and with a view to the common good.\(^46\)

The common good is a Christian goal that gives guidance to how participation should be approached, carried out, and evaluated. When it is in a situational context consistent with subsidiarity, the focus is person-to-person and person-to-small group or -community. In the situation of a social lockdown, it is reaching out with good intentions and seeking to do good for the second person or group locally. Practically, it can be contacting neighbours, especially the elderly or vulnerable, ensuring where appropriate that food is available, heating is working, laundry is done, etc. And in lockdown, it is spending a little time socially, transcending the box of individualism and reaching the other, while respecting quarantine and distancing, etc.

CSD states that 'Participation in community life is not only one of the greatest aspirations of the citizen, called to exercise freely and responsibly his civic role with and for others […]'.\(^47\) We are called in our humanity to participate, but also to take on responsibility within our community: personal growth occurs and human dignity develops when we participate in 'subsidiarity, suitably planned and managed, aimed at affirming rights yet also providing for the assumption of corresponding responsibilities'.\(^48\) This includes developing social connections, being friendly,

---

\(^45\) A particular problem generally with social media is that some users 'hide behind their keyboards', which can lead to aggression, bullying, or communicating in ways they would not do in real social situations, although some studies found some users gained support online also. Cf., for example, Rosemary Sedgwick, Sophie Epstein, Rina Dutta, and Dennis Ougrin, 'Social media, internet use and suicide attempts in adolescents', *Current Opinion in Psychiatry* 32, 6 (November 2019): 534-541, https://doi.org/10.1097/YCO.0000000000000547. Regarding the link between social media use and suicide during the restrictions, this was found to be exacerbated for students: JM Haddad, C Macenski, A Mosier-Mills, A Hibara, K Kester, M Schneider, RC Conrad, and CH Liu, 'The Impact of Social Media on College Mental Health During the COVID-19 Pandemic: a Multinational Review of the Existing Literature', *Current Psychiatry Reports*, 6th October 2021;23(11):70, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11920-021-01288-y. In general, the additional problem of consuming constantly negative news can be balanced for many by online support being provided by others, as seen in X Yang, BHK Yip, ADP Mak, D Zhang, EKP Lee, and SYS Wong, 'The Differential Effects of Social Media on Depressive Symptoms and Suicidal Ideation Among the Younger and Older Adult Population in Hong Kong During the COVID-19 Pandemic: Population-Based Cross-sectional Survey Study', *JMIR Public Health Surveillance* 2021;7(5):e24623, https://doi.org/10.2196/24623. However, an Australian study found that although social media could support persons feeling suicidal due to external events, that is, news on Covid, those who were supporting them could feel depressed and several felt suicidal themselves afterwards, which highlights the fact that social media users are not necessarily equipped to deal with such issues: E Bailey, A Boland, I Bell, J Nicholas, L La Sala, and J Robinson. 'The Mental Health and Social Media Use of Young Australians during the COVID-19 Pandemic.', *Int J Environ Res Public Health*, 19th January 2022;19(3):1077, https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph19031077.

\(^46\) CSDC 189.

\(^47\) CSDC 190.

organising reserve food and other supplies, or distributing what is needed in the community in a difficult time. Although some have participated in these to some extent during the restrictions, we must ask ourselves whether support has been restricted to friends, family, or fellow parishioners, and not the isolated or lonely of our geographical communities.

Participation regards giving what we can to those who need. This is also in a Marxist slogan that was proclaimed repeatedly through half of Europe for nearly half a century – ‘From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs’. However, this should be recognised as a Christian concept as it paraphrases the Book of Acts regarding the early Christian community. Acts twice records clearly the experience of the early Church regarding this theme:

And all who believed were together and had all things in common; and they sold their possessions and goods and distributed them to all, as any had need. And day by day, attending the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, they partook of food with glad and generous hearts, praising God and having favor with all the people. (Acts 2:44-47, RSVCE)

Now the company of those who believed were of one heart and soul, and no one said that any of the things which he possessed was his own, but they had everything in common. And with great power the apostles gave their testimony to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus, and great grace was upon them all. There was not a needy person among them, for as many as were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought the proceeds of what was sold and laid it at the apostles’ feet; and distribution was made to each as any had need. Thus Joseph who was surnamed by the apostles Barnabas (which means, Son of encouragement), a Levite, a native of Cyprus, sold a field which belonged to him, and brought the money and laid it at the apostles’ feet. (Acts 4:32-37, RSVCE)

It should be recognised, particularly when explaining CSD to people in societies which have experienced communism to avoid conflation which can lead to automatic rejection, that the differences between the Marxist macro system and the Christian micro system are several, including size and scope, intentions, personal/social connections, and, of course, Christian love and service (caritas, diakonia), and especially God himself. The twin commandments of Christ – to love God and neighbour – were clearly being lived in the early Church, which is in contrast to the infamous caricature of religion as a popular opiate in Marxism.

In the small community of a village, urban area, or parish, those who take on the responsibility of participating, thus also receiving some kind of authority, live amongst the community and are more easily held socially accountable, both by themselves and by others. When there is some distance – geographically or socially – between those who have ability and those who have needs, problems begin to be manifested: we are fundamentally social beings, designed ideally to love. While we may walk past the injured man or we may help him, only by encountering him can we really help him. Of course, those who are not directly active can also participate by strengthening and supporting those who are active through advice, financial support, social connections, and prayers. In any community, there are different roles according to needs, ability, etc., like in the Early Church with the apostles then also deacons, bishops, and priests as well as active laypersons taking on many roles.49 The Church today can look to this model and adapt it somewhat to play an integral part in developing local communities as it already is founded on the idea of love (including towards neighbours) and service. The Vatican II document *Apostolicam Actuositatem* (AA; for example, 13, 24) can offer inspiration for the active faithful in the Christian founding of activity in the local community to serve and be a witness to the faith, and it explicitly calls for

49 Cf. Eph 4:11; 1 Cor 12:7-11, 28.
the laity to ‘learn the principles and conclusions of the social doctrine so as to become capable of working for the development of this doctrine to the best of their ability and of rightly applying these same principles and conclusions to individual cases’ (31b). For without good intentions in a subsidiary context, there is the danger of disintegration into a system such as those where the communist scriptural paraphrase is used to conceal corruption and self-interest as the strong take power over others.\footnote{Cf. CSDC 191.} Or, as in any system, those who seek profit or reward will sooner or later cause some level of corruption.

In order to achieve the Church’s CSD intentions and avoid exploitation of the system, it is necessary to ensure “The overcoming of cultural, juridical and social obstacles that often constitutes real barriers to the shared participation of citizens in the destiny of their communities’ calls for work in the areas of information and education.”\footnote{CSDC 191.} Thus, through education, the words of Acts can be reclaimed for many, CSD can be shared, and the benefits of working together to develop this can grow by having a common purpose: solidarity.

**Solidarity**

While subsidiarity sets the scene of community and participation is individuals taking part in it, solidarity is the adhesive that develops cohesion, giving a clear moral element to community interactions.

From its beginning, CSDC’s Solidarity section links the individual to community, highlighting ‘the intrinsic social nature of the human person, the equality of all in dignity and rights and the common path of individuals and peoples towards an ever more committed unity.’\footnote{CSDC 192.} Understandably, the document frames the importance of solidarity in the ever-growing distances within relationships which our technology-based society enables. However, as in our recent experience, when this is fundamentally affected, such values apply all the more to the mezzo level, our local communities. Thus, it is the task of Christians – who already have some level of togetherness in parishes – to be an example and help influence others in developing solidarity, making it both a social task and a form of evangelisation by example.

CSD explains that more than just interconnections in socio-politico-economic terms are needed: “The new relationships of interdependence between individuals and peoples, which are de facto forms of solidarity, have to be transformed into relationships tending towards genuine ethical-social solidarity.”\footnote{CSDC 193.} It states that more than the standard of ‘distribution of goods and remuneration for work’\footnote{CCC 1940.} is required, referencing the Catechism (CCC) to show that ‘Solidarity is seen therefore under two complementary aspects: that of a social principle and that of a moral virtue.’\footnote{CSDC 193, referencing CCC 1939–42.} In simple terms, CCC recognises that only by different groups working together (poor, wealthy, employers, employees…) can there be solutions to socio-economic issues, underpinned by spiritual solidarity and the recognition of human dignity.\footnote{Cf. CCC 1939–48.} This can be translated into healthy and capable people with access to resources and the ability to organise them locally.

The aim must be to develop such a system with increasing effectiveness and reach. It needs to be open to all to participate, regardless of beliefs or denominations, thus being a means of showing
the inherent goodness of Christianity: evangelisation through action and example. Equally, to prevent the Christian element from remaining only theoretical but to be perceptible initially as well as in the longer term, the moral virtue of the solidarity must be clear. This is achievable only by a clear structure and guidelines because ‘the “structures of sin” that dominate relationships between individuals and peoples must be overcome.’ For solidarity to be more than just a passing kindness that will deteriorate into self-interest, self-importance, and cliques leading to ‘us and them’ feelings, the initial charity and service shown by those setting up and implementing local community support must be structured transparently and carried out for reasons of love and service – Christian caritas and diakonia.

While this is fundamentally Christian in nature, a Christian ‘closed shop’ would be merely a different version of elitism, which would obstruct an important element of caritas and diakonia: we are called to love neighbour, not just Christian neighbour. Benedict XVI states that ‘A particular manifestation of charity and a guiding criterion for fraternal cooperation between believers and non-believers is undoubtedly the principle of subsidiarity, an expression of inalienable human freedom.’ And as the fruits of such cooperation are seen by others in passive evangelisation, it is also important – as pointed out in Scripture and Vatican II – for Christians involved to develop their preparation for explaining to those who seek more understanding about what – and whom – CSD is based upon.

For it will be perceptible that this is quite different from a mere social policy. In CSD, fundamentality or permanence rooted in love is described and unpacked further:

*Solidarity is also an authentic moral virtue, not a ‘feeling of vague compassion or shallow distress at the misfortunes of so many people, both near and far. On the contrary, it is a firm and persevering determination to commit oneself to the common good. That is to say to the good of all and of each individual, because we are all really responsible for all.’*

Thus, to counter scepticism or even cynicism regarding motives, a localised presentation of caritas and diakonia must have no personal profit or benefit other than working to fulfil one’s identity as a Christian by having faith, hope, and love in Christ and love for others. For it should be seen that solitary actions are done because they are the right thing to do: ‘Solidarity rises to the rank of fundamental social virtue since it places itself in the sphere of justice.’ Indeed, it is a fundamental part of the Christian identity: ‘Solidarity with the suffering and serving these people is one of the typical expressions of Christian spirituality.’

Regarding approach, it is important that the Christian both shows and can explain that CSD is neither transitory, nor a quick-fix, and is certainly not an evangelisation drive. The Christian must not be invasive or demanding in any way. By listening to the needs of others, the Christian can show love for the other rather than the desire to implement his own values and expectations on others. This, of course, includes having no expectation of religious conversion or activity, but it should rather be a presentation of the fact that faith leads to higher love. This is because solidarity
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59  Cfr. 1Pt 3:15; *Dignitatis Humanae* 14 (henceforth, DH). This is looked at in the next section.
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is a virtue directed par excellence to the common good, and is found in a commitment to the good of one's neighbour with the readiness, in the Gospel sense, to "lose oneself" for the sake of the other instead of exploiting him, and to "serve him" instead of oppressing him for one's own advantage (cf. Mt 10:40-42, 20:25; Mk 10:42-45; Lk 22:25-27).63

And it is very important that, regarding longevity, once immediate and more critical needs are met and those in need are in a more stable situation, the help and support must evolve appropriately without a loss of commitment with regard to those in the local community and the exercise of Christian virtues that led to the charitable actions initially. Further, a more robust philosophical awareness of the integral need for solidarity is important for the Christian in order to be able to explain its necessary role in the growth of humanity both locally and in the wider world:

*The message of the Church's social doctrine regarding solidarity clearly shows that there exists an intimate bond between solidarity and the common good, between solidarity and the universal destination of goods, between solidarity and equality among men and peoples, between solidarity and peace in the world.*64

The need for a humble approach – a Christian ideal (in the world, not of the world) – is then emphasised in CSD: ‘The principle of solidarity requires that men and women of our day cultivate a greater awareness that they are debtors of the society of which they have become part.’65 This position is explained, showing that our dependence upon the structures and support provided by society – ‘the indivisible and indispensable legacy constituted by culture, scientific and technical knowledge, material and immaterial goods and by all that the human condition has produced’66 – must be acknowledged. Furthermore, it is a Christian responsibility to participate in solidarity in order to continue in this vein to provide this, and, even better, stability for generations to come. Thus, in the time of restrictions, this means using existing resources and systems – communications, distribution, cooperation – in a virus-aware manner currently, while working to care best for the local community.

CSDC also gives long-term direction to development as it unpacks the theological underpinning of solidarity, thus developing it as an important social narrative and making it diametrically different from worldly attempts such as Marx’s ‘From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs’ in the minds of those who have experienced communist authority. The highest example of solidarity is Jesus Christ – ‘God-with-us’ – who joined with us and through grace gives us hope for and the possibility of ‘ever higher and more involved forms of sharing.’67 Article 196 emphasises that regardless of how lacking in goodness a society is, in Christ this can be overcome. It is clear then that in social restrictions, the implementation of an organisational system where each local community (village, street, city block) ensures that those isolating are supported, children are educated, and those in need are helped is possible by means of subsidiary organisation, active participation, and it being held together by solidarity. While this can happen in a time of crisis – virus lockdown, economic difficulty, natural disaster, war – the common purpose either reduces over time or there is a sense of diminished need to participate without a deeper solidarity:68 responsibility decreases on a personal level. It is clear then that an understanding of the

63 CSDC 193, referencing various documents by John Paul II.
64 CSDC 194.
65 CSDC 195.
66 CSDC 195.
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68 The transitory nature of social media saw many support groups appear at the beginning of the restrictions but without strong foundations,
common good is needed, and for Christians service and love in God (diakonia, caritas) are the impetus. By understanding the theological foundation of true solidarity, we can avoid the failure of any worldly attempt at community cohesion which will disintegrate into self-interest and the seeking of power, as has been seen in history and particularly in the last century. Pope Benedict XVI warns of such imbalance: “The principle of subsidiarity must remain closely linked to the principle of solidarity and vice versa, since the former without the latter gives way to social privatism, while the latter without the former gives way to paternalist social assistance that is demeaning to those in need.” For subsidiarity, participation, and solidarity to be developed successfully – in the local community, but also beyond – it is necessary for the social teachings of the Church, including the theological elements, to be explored and shared appropriately, which requires preparation and education in the teachings of the Church in these and related matters.

**Preparation and Implementation**

The three previous sections consider three key CSD teachings: the benefits of some form of subsidiarity in society are clear, but they require the participation of people and solidarity to bond them together with a common purpose. These are ideas, even ideals, which cannot be implemented or even promoted widely in society at this time, for society in general is neither ready for nor open to such ideas for various reasons. It would be impossible to implement them without significant preparation, and whether they could actually be practically used widely remains to be seen. The above sections, however, being explorations of the theoretical, can contribute to localised preparations and discussions regarding how parishes, charities, and the active faithful in general can use CSD to develop local community cohesion.

It is also clear that localised implementation, or developments of existing examples, to at least some extent as seen above would be beneficial to social cohesion at the local level, with a focus on both the common good and human dignity. But in practical terms, whether in specific time-critical situations such as social restrictions or in wider society more permanently, it would be no small task. Further, isolated and sporadic attempts to develop such systems are more likely to be viewed as eccentric failures, and any successful example could easily be classed as unique to its situation and too difficult to emulate with little chance of success. However, hope should not be lost, as both Scripture and the Second Vatican Council point out clearly.

For favourable circumstances for significant concepts to be implemented in an appropriate way, three elements are necessary: a situation causing an attitude of openness to change, preparation in place to develop understanding of the change, and people who will implement the change. This applies to any change, from minor to major. The recent restrictions are certainly a situation that calls for change particularly at the local level, and although the preparation is not in place to directly implement change, the recent events present an opportunity for developing ideas and spreading the teachings of CSD to enable increased readiness for any future similar situation. Therefore, it is important that various groups begin to develop both the theoretical and practical aspects while memories of restrictions are strong. While development of CSD activities, groups,
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and thinking in parishes and dioceses is called for here, the details of how they can unfold are beyond the scope of this paper.

To develop understanding of CSD and to prepare people for implementing change in an appropriate way, it is important to recognise the calls in Scripture and Vatican II regarding this. The various calls are for groups – clergy, active laity, academics – to help people prepare, learn about, and develop understanding of their faith, which includes that which would lead to looking for appropriate ways of implementing CSD in their communities (AA 31b). This includes both the importance of sharing CSD ideas among fellow faithful but also to be able to explain them effectively to those not familiar with Christian ideas or terminology.

The sharing of Christian ideas is called for in Scripture, conciliar documents, and various encyclicals, including seeking ways of developing their presence in society as part of Vatican II’s *aggiornamento*, bringing up to date, so as to participate in the world. Regarding the education of the faithful, the Council’s *Gravissimum Educationis* (GE) states that ‘aware of their calling, they [should] learn not only how to bear witness to the hope that is in them (cf. 1 Peter 3:15) but also how to help in the Christian formation of the world…’ Therefore, Catholics are called not only to be in the world but also to participate in its ‘Christian formation’, which corresponds with developing CSD practically.

The Scripture passage referenced above in GE 2 refers to interactions integral to developing Christian ideas in the world:

… Always be prepared to make a defense to any one who calls you to account for the hope that is in you, yet do it with gentleness and reverence; and keep your conscience clear, so that, when you are abused, those who revile your good behavior in Christ may be put to shame. (1 Peter 3:15-16; RSVCE)

This is similarly stated in Vatican II documents:

Everywhere on earth [all disciples of Christ] must bear witness to Christ and give an answer to those who seek an account of that hope of eternal life which is in them.72

The disciple has a grave obligation to Christ, his Master, to grow daily in his knowledge of the truth he has received from him, to be faithful in announcing it, and vigorous in defending it without having recourse to methods which are contrary to the spirit of the Gospel.73

Regarding the meaning of these words and their use, several elements should be considered. First, the call is we should always be prepared, which involves education, the formation of the person, and a personal readiness to share. Second, the word ‘defense’ here is translated from *apologia* (from which we have apologetics), which is also translatable as answer, reason, or response; that is, it means to explain. Third, this response is to one who questions – whether directly or indirectly – why a Christian has hope, that is, about their faith. Therefore, the first part of the Petrine quote can be reduced to: always be ready to explain why you have hope in Christianity. The second part has been less focused upon through the course of the centuries, leading to some negative perceptions of apologetics. However, in recent times this has been changing significantly and it can be
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paraphrased: do so in a loving, Christian manner, which is important in developing solidarity. There is, of course, the possibility that others will question more widely the faith through either recognising the fruits and enquiring positively, or negatively accusing the faithful of trying to promote an agenda of religion – the ability to deal with such conversations in an informed and good manner is therefore important also.

The strong words of the Council – ‘grave obligation’, ‘vigorous in defending’, ‘must bear witness’ – indicate the importance of Christian communication that is appropriately robust while being Christian in manner (bearing witness in actions, acting according to the spirit of the Gospel). However, here, the focus should initially be on the above DH call for the Christian ‘to grow daily in his knowledge of the truth’, which reflects the first part of the Petrine call. In order to prepare for sharing CSD, it is necessary to develop one’s understanding of it, be capable of explaining the ideas, and be able to do so calmly and peacefully. This requires education and preparation, of which the Council speaks in GE and AA 28-32. The foremost educators are of course parents – ‘[parents] are bound by the most serious obligation to educate their offspring and therefore must be recognized as the primary and principal educators’ (GE3) – who themselves should learn about the Church’s teachings to help long-term, multi-generational understanding of CSD.

The second educators are usually schoolteachers, who also need to be trained to pass on the Church’s teachings – to include them in social education, history, religious education, economics, etc., at least in Catholic schools. Third, clergy can make a significant and important contribution to the awareness and understanding of the faithful through homilies, parish catechesis, and of course implementing the ideas in charitable and social activities.

Elsewhere, the Council’s document on bishops states that ‘[Bishops] should also guard that doctrine, teaching the faithful to defend and propagate it’ which when combined with the Council’s ‘fight in defense of the faith handed on once and for all’ is remarkably similar to Scripture’s call ‘to contend for the faith which was once for all delivered to the saints’ (Jude 3). In bishops’ responses to the virus restrictions, there has been much attention on following societal and legal rules regarding Mass attendees, that is, on following society’s lead and repeating the message of secular leaders instead of adding the Church’s perspective to the general narrative. Recent events have been an opportunity to apply the Church’s teachings on Social Doctrine but the focus has been limited more or less to charity appeals and advice on mental health with few exceptions. While these are important, it has also been an opportunity for teaching through homilies, training, and courses on the importance of CSD and how to apply it locally. Other possible initiatives could have been seeking the development of localised groups in conjunction with secular authorities and those in social services to set up and run local support groups and networks focusing on developing understanding and actual support regarding subsidiarity, participation, and solidarity, both short-term and ongoing.

Regarding academics, Gaudium et Spes (GS) 62 describes their important role in developing ways of communicating the message of Christianity, which includes CSD:
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…theologians, within the requirements and methods proper to theology, are invited to seek continually for more suitable ways of communicating doctrine to the men of their times.[.]

…the deposit of Faith or the truths are one thing and the manner in which they are enunciated, in the same meaning and understanding, is another.

In pastoral care, sufficient use must be made not only of theological principles, but also of the findings of the secular sciences, especially of psychology and sociology, so that the faithful may be brought to a more adequate and mature life of faith.78

The first GS quote calls on theologians to improve how doctrine is communicated contemporarily. In our context, it calls for openness to spreading the Church’s social teachings, a readiness to respond and explain CSD in a Christian manner, and to develop improved ways for the faithful to learn about these and developing as Christians in the world. The second quote emphasises that while the Church’s teachings exist, care should be taken in how these are communicated to Christians and then to the world, which for this topic means that the riches in CSD need to be learned, shared, and implemented appropriately without (de)selection of specific elements. The third part reminds Catholics to share knowledge and ideas with secular thinking and secular people in dialogue, which helps implementation while drawing others to the Church’s ideas. This sharing with others – faithful or otherwise, thus, in a sense, catechetical or evangelical – must have the three elements from the scriptural and conciliar quotes above: to prepare through learning, to communicate, and to do so in a loving Christian manner. All three are important to avoid being forceful and authoritative, or unprepared and overly polite, which limit the ability to convey well the Church’s teachings and the reason for one’s faith and hope. Therefore, dialogue should be entered into with a genuine and complete apologetical approach: to communicate Christianity in a Christian manner; to propose, not impose.79

Academic activity focusing on CSD is central to developing its presence in people’s minds, through publishing academically but also more popularly, as well as talks and lectures open to the public (such as University of the Third Age), and by teaching, for example, course content adapted to use the recent social restrictions as the context in which the CSD can be explored as Christian alternatives to secular solutions. Particularly in academic areas such as education and social work studies, as well as pastoral studies, catechetics, and clergy formation, there can be a more solid platform for CSD to become part of the wider narrative. As this develops, dialogue with non-Christian academics in more secular areas can increasingly include CSD concepts regarding, for example, mental health and the personal and economic effects of lockdowns, etc. And with growing awareness of CSD at local levels, Christians involved in politics and bureaucracy will be increasingly encouraged to explore it and its relationship to ‘higher’ levels.80

Therefore, sharing and developing the ideas of CSD is important both for the faithful as part of their own Christian journey as well as for local communities, which can benefit from a different or more focused perspective that holds dignity and the common good as valuable. To share and implement the CSD ideas effectively, it is important to recall the scriptural and conciliar call to be

78 GS 62.
80 This is described in CSDC’s Participation section (190-191) as well as mentioned, for example, in AA 11, but further exploration is beyond this paper’s scope.
prepared for engagement and to respond in a Christian manner. In doing so, Christian witness takes place, which can help others become more open to the Christian message in ways that have been otherwise limited or not taking place.

Conclusion

Many have suffered in various ways and to varying extents during the recent virus restrictions, especially the lockdowns, and in many cases this could have been lessened or even avoided by increased social cohesion in local communities. This paper has explored the idea that if there had been more local community cohesion prior to the restrictions – checking on neighbours, reaching out to the lonely, ensuring all had food and other necessities, and assisting with education, etc. – those who suddenly had plenty of time could have helped those in need locally, thus developing the local common good and the human dignity of each person. It is suggested that by isolating in local communities where possible, rather than in households, the needs of many could have been better met. The active faithful are called to explore locally how these ideas could have been implemented or improved during the restrictions, and how they could be used effectively in more general times.

It is important that we learn from the recent experiences which have highlighted the lack of local community in many locations across societies today. Therefore, this paper calls for an increase in learning, consideration, and sharing of Catholic Social Doctrine's three elements of subsidiarity, participation, and solidarity, which can offer alternative ideas and approaches such as those above. By seeking to develop local communities with responsibilities being held as locally as possible and encouraging the participation of those who are able for the right reasons – solidarity, common good – there can be increased local community cohesion. To implement elements of CSD ideas, parishes, charities, and local groups in general can play an important part. This could particularly benefit more rural areas, who have lost their form and character due to centralisation in societies today, but also urban localities where many people have little connection to their neighbours – indeed, local community cohesion could be more developed in general.

However, today's society is not ready to adopt Christian social ideas, and the extent to which they could be implemented practically is not clear. In general terms, Scripture and the Church, including Vatican II documents, call for the faithful to learn about the teachings (as specifically stated in AA 31). By sharing, exploring, and beginning to implement or developing existing CSD-based activity locally, parishes, dioceses, clergy, and active lay faithful can explore ways to develop their use to help others as well, thus offering a Christian witness. For proper use of the ideas, CSD must be discussed, shared, and explored widely, first amongst the active faithful then to others, and the three sections above on the CSD elements could be used in this way. Such an approach is to answer the scriptural and conciliar call to be prepared by having a developed understanding in order to engage effectively in dialogue and to respond appropriately to questions regarding their source and the integral elements that include Christian charity and service. Beyond actual implementation in parishes and dioceses, clergy and active laity can encourage others through homilies and talks. Also, by increasing the inclusion of CSD ideas in various courses and publications, academics can develop the presence of the CSD ideas in the minds of people in general, and specifically those who can or will be able to implement them.

Finally, it is important to allow the organic development of CSD to take shape in relation to local communities – to propose, not impose – for CSD is neither a practical manual nor a manifesto. Instead, it gives direction and serves as ideas to explore in the development of local community
cohesion. In implementing such ideas, it is necessary to recall Benedict XVI’s words; while in the context of underdeveloped economies, they apply equally here:

Development programmes, if they are to be adapted to individual situations, need to be flexible; and the people who benefit from them ought to be directly involved in their planning and implementation. The criteria to be applied should aspire towards incremental development in a context of solidarity — with careful monitoring of results — inasmuch as there are no universally valid solutions.81

Therefore, in light of the many who have suffered from strong restrictions which inhibited cohesion at the local level, this is a call for the developed use of CSD through increased sharing of the ideas amongst active faithful, hopefully to lead to their use where appropriate at a local level. This would lead to others developing their understanding, which requires active faithful to be able to explain them, and ultimately their source and origin. Thus, the able have roles and responsibilities and those who need support can receive it, which contributes to more stable societies moving forwards that are also better prepared for the unexpected.
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